Background {#Sec1}
==========

World Health Organization (WHO) states that 130--150 million people globally have chronic hepatitis C infection. Lot many those patients may develop liver cirrhosis due to poor medical attention (WHO [@CR39]). Cirrhosis is considered to be the end stage of chronic hepatopathies which may leads to hepatocellular carcinoma (Virmani et al. [@CR38]). The diagnosis of the liver cirrhosis is best achieved by looking at the granular structure of the liver parenchyma and the aspects of the liver surface such as its unevenness and roughness (Virmani et al. [@CR37]). Ultrasound imaging techniques are widely used to diagnose liver cirrhosis using the advanced image processing tools and techniques.

In the present medical scenario, a physician's experience matters to diagnose the cirrhosis where often it is felt that assistive technologies must be developed to improve ultrasound images. Therefore, researchers have been actively exploring the quantitative method to characterize and analyze the different stages of cirrhotic liver (Fujino et al. [@CR9]). Biopsy is considered as "golden standard" for diagnosing diffuse liver diseases, but being in vivo in nature usually not easily accepted the patient. Ultrasonography is the most preferred examination for screening, mainly due to its noninvasive and nonradioactive nature (Jeong et al. [@CR18]). Here, it has been established by the radiologist that the texture of the body tissues provides an important visual property in classification and characterization of results in their radiological significant (Mitrea et al. [@CR25]). Image texture can be qualitatively defined in following categories of fineness, coarseness, smoothness, surface granulation, randomness, irregular or hummocky (Hawlick [@CR13]). In the textural images, the intensity and spatial arrangement of pixels describes all the above mentioned features (Castellano et al. [@CR5]). This irregular pattern/hummocky is due to rough as well as eruptions/sores/scares on the surface of cirrhotic liver. The regular pattern in normal liver and irregular pattern in cirrhotic liver is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a.Fig. 1**a** Normal liver, **b** cirrhosis liver: provided by National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, National Institutes of Health (NIDDK [@CR28])

Image texture can be qualitatively defined in following categories of fineness, coarseness, smoothness, surface granulation, randomness, irregular or hummocky. In the textural images, the intensity and spatial arrangement of pixels describes all the above mentioned features.

The most common pattern or hummocky of human liver disease is micronodular cirrhosis, a condition characterized by fibrosis and the conversion of normal liver architecture into uniform sized regenerating small nodules. Microscopically, normal liver architecture is distorted by scar tissue which forms a band of connecting tissue joining the periportal and perivenous areas. It is often said that micronodular cirrhosis may be converted into cirrhosis of macronodular type (Fauerholdt et al. [@CR7]). The progression may lead to complete cirrhosis. This becomes a very tedious job to differentiate the change when ultrasound scanning is done. Radiologist needs a very critical analysis to differentiate between these two. If a diagnostic tool can be developed based on the concept of image processing, early disease detection is possible.

Of course, ultrasound images are to be taken for spatial domain analysis as texture differentiation appears to be the vital parameter (Lee [@CR22]; Wu et al. [@CR40], [@CR41]). Here, the main problem lies in identifying smaller granular or hummocky bodies (about the size of millet seed measuring from 1 to 2.5 mm in diameter) in case of normal liver and substantially, clustered and inflammatted matrices of granular hummocky bodies (because of scarring) for the case of Cirrhotic Liver. The widely accepted techniques in spatial domain are LBP and OTSU methods. LBP technique reduces a grayscale image to mean weighted grayscale image i.e. grayscale value of central pixel is calculated as per the mean of its surrounding pixels which is defined by the radius parameter of LBP technique.

Regeneration of the ultrasound image on the basis of local binary patterns (LBP) technique has been applied to various uniform texture patterns detection (Brunenberg et al. [@CR3]; Caballero et al. [@CR4]; Keramidas et al. [@CR20]; Pujol et al. [@CR33]). The most important properties of LBP are its tolerance regarding monotonic illumination changes and its computational simplicity. LBP was originally proposed for texture analysis (Ojala et al. [@CR29]) and hence proved to be a simple yet powerful approach to describe local structures. It has been extensively exploited in many applications, for instance, face image analysis (Ahonen et al. [@CR1]; Hadid et al. [@CR12]), image and video retrieval (Huijsmans and Sebe [@CR17]; Grangier and Bengio [@CR11]), environment modeling (Ali et al. [@CR2]; Nanni and Lumini [@CR27]), visual inspection (Maenpaa et al. [@CR24]; Turtinen et al. [@CR36]), motion analysis (Heikkila and Pietikainen [@CR14]; Kellokumpu et al. [@CR19]), biomedical and aerial image analysis (Oliver et al. [@CR31]; Kluckner et al. [@CR21]), and remote sensing (Lucieer et al. [@CR23]). However, this very technique can be seen very useful for cirrhotic liver images obtained through ultrasound.

On the other hand, Otsu's method (Rodríguez [@CR34]; Huang and Wang [@CR16]) a high-speed and effective thresholding approach is applied for image binarization. In this method, it is mainly exploited to discriminate the background and objects on a gray level histogram. It has indeed the advantage to be highly efficient and demands less computation time when the number of classes is two (Tamim et al. [@CR35]; Filipczuk et al. [@CR8]).

The present research work is an effort to detect and classify liver cirrhosis based on their structure and texture pattern retrieved from USI. During the past few years, LBP has aroused increasing interest in image processing and computer vision due to its nature of nonparametric method and Otsu method has the capability in changing grayscale images to binary images using adaptive thresholding. That's why OTSU is additionally added to LBP generated weighted gray scale image. OTSU is doing its normal job but it is applied not to the original image but to the modified LBP image. This modification of LBP method is represented as differential local binary pattern (DLBP) in our further discussion.

Methodology {#Sec2}
===========

The US images were acquired from radiology center under supervision of an experienced radiologist. The ultrasound images each of size 381 by 331 in JPG format were specified in two categories as normal and cirrhotic liver. All the images were acquired from same ultrasound machine to nullify the effects of change in dimensions and texture values on the images which may have happened if it is taken by different sources. The ultrasound probe used for acquiring these images was having depth of 15 cm and frequency of 5 MHz. Radiologist also specified the portion in the images which belonged to cirrhosis as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for cross evaluation. Region of interest (ROI) has been selected as templates of size 50 × 50 each from both normal liver and cirrhotic liver ultrasound images as in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--d.Fig. 2**a** Ultrasound image of normal liver, **b** ROI defined by radiologist from normal liver, **c** ultrasound image of cirrhosis liver, **d** ROI defined by radiologist from cirrhosis liver

Accordingly, one template was selected from each image, i.e. total of 6 templates were taken from 6 images of normal liver. Similarly, 44 templates were selected from 44 images of cirrhotic liver. Modified LBP with OTSU approach was applied on to the selected templates of both normal and cirrhotic liver.

Ojala et al. ([@CR30]) presented the LBP operator for texture classification. LBP operator is that value of the pixel where the accumulative value is calculated from comparing its gray value with its neighbors as given in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Otsu's method is a clustering-based image thresholding, which is based on the selection of the optimal thresholds from the gray-level histogram of an image that maximizes the between-class variance (Fukunage [@CR10]). Otsu defines the between-class variance using the discriminate analysis based on statistics of the 1-D histogram (Otsu [@CR32]).

Assuming an image with the size M × N and gray range L, the number of pixels at gray level i is denoted by n~i~, thus the probability of gray level i can be gained by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If we divide the pixels of the image into two classes of object C~0~ and background C~1~ by the threshold t, the gray level probability distributions for the two classes can be expressed by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The gray means of the class C~0~ and C~1~ are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The between-cluster variance of the class C~0~ and C~1~ can be given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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During the image segmentation process by the OTSU method, the between-cluster variance is considered as an important index for the uniformity of gray distributions (Chaou et al. [@CR6]). The larger the between class variance is, the greater the difference between the two classes becomes. The optimal threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Being a nonparametric approach, LBP summarizes local structures of images efficiently by comparing each pixel with its neighboring pixels (Murala and Jonathan [@CR26]; Hu and Zhao [@CR15]). Here, it is important to mark the radius i.e. *R* for the computation of LBP operator.

In the present study, a technique for detecting the liver cirrhosis through ultrasound images has been developed by exploiting LBP operator's computing principle. Widely used local binary pattern encodes the relationship among the surrounding neighbors for a given referenced pixel in an image. The possible relationships among the surrounding neighbors are depending on the number of neighbors. The LBP approach has been observed as a good approach for texture analysis of regular pattern. Hence, found to be advantageous for simultaneously classification between a regular and an irregular pattern.

LBP technique has been slightly modified in terms of difference value between neighboring pixels and centre pixel. The modified approach is:"If the difference value is less than or equal to standard deviation of that matrix then difference value is replace by 0 and otherwise the difference value is replace by one."

Hence, the macro granular in the hummocky type structure of liver appears in the form of black portion in the binary images. Therefore, a technique is needed so that binarization and thresholding becomes so accurate to figure out difference between the normal and cirrhotic liver.

Now if the dimension or size of these black portions can be calculated in terms of no. of consecutive pixels either horizontally or vertically placed, classify between a normal texture and cirrhotic texture is possible.

In the present work the ideology used is to measure black portion or spot or granular as count of horizontally connected black pixels. This count is called here as connectivity. The concept is further extended by counting three such consecutive pixels then four and lastly five such pixels. These 3, 4 and 5 connected pixels can further be explored to segregate the stages of cirrhosis. The concept of radius is used to generate spatially equalized LBP grayscale image. Three such selection were made; firstly LBP with radius = 1, secondly = 2 and lastly = 3. Bigger the radius leads to more spatial equalization and thus less chance to detect irregularisation or hummocky type structure.

The same has been projected as an experiment below. In this, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b were regular and irregular texture images. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c, d were LBPs' images of regular and irregular images respectively. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e, f were the results after applying OTSU on LBPs' images. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}g, h were complement of the OTSU images.Fig. 4**a**, **b** Regular and irregular texture image, **c**, **d** LBPs' images of regular and irregular images, **e**, **f** OTSU images i.e. results after applying OTSU on both LBPs' images (**g**, **h**) complement of OTSU images (**i**, **j**) values of connected objects for both regular and irregular images

If the image is of any regular texture as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a then regularity is in its gray level distribution. As first step, Modified LBP approach was applied which removed variation of grayscale and generated Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e. As there was no abrupt change of grayscale, compliment of [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e becomes a white (blank) image. Therefore, connectivity of black portion comes zero as shown in [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}i. Similarly, if any image contains an irregular texture as in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, this means that there is a non-uniform distribution of its grayscale; therefore connecting of the cells will be increased as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}h. There is a values in 3, 4 as well as in 5 connected pixels as shown the value in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}j.

In normal liver, because granular or hummocky structure is about uniform in sizes, the value will come very lesser in all 3, 4 or 5 connectivity. If cirrhotic liver is taken, due to the non uniformity, it may appear more. That is the basic of this connectivity. The detailed methodology has been presented in the flow chart shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Flow chart of proposed method

Results and discussion {#Sec3}
======================

Firstly, by applying Otsu method directly to the all templates and get these all 3, 4 and 5 connected counts as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. This method is not giving any specific result.Table 13, 4 and 5 connected counts using Otsu methodSr. No.Liver3 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects1Cirrhosis0002Cirrhosis8203Cirrhosis0004Cirrhosis6546355Cirrhosis0006Cirrhosis0007Cirrhosis0008Cirrhosis0009Cirrhosis32110Cirrhosis1210811Cirrhosis00012Cirrhosis00013Cirrhosis00014Cirrhosis00015Cirrhosis00016Cirrhosis00017Cirrhosis00018Cirrhosis00019Cirrhosis00020Cirrhosis00021Cirrhosis00022Cirrhosis00023Cirrhosis00024Cirrhosis00025Cirrhosis00026Cirrhosis00027Cirrhosis00028Cirrhosis00029Cirrhosis00030Cirrhosis00031Cirrhosis10032Cirrhosis00033Cirrhosis00034Cirrhosis00035Cirrhosis00036Cirrhosis00037Cirrhosis00038Cirrhosis00039Cirrhosis00040Cirrhosis24211941Cirrhosis00042Cirrhosis1310743Cirrhosis00044Cirrhosis00045Normal00046Normal00047Normal00048Normal00049Normal00050Normal000

Secondly, standard LBP is used and Otsu method is applied on that LBP images. LBP radius (R) is used to compute the LBP operator as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. If radius (R) is 1, 2 and 3 then matrix become of 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 respectively. Then, 3, 4 and 5 connected pixels as explained earlier and are getting these all counts for all three radiuses separately as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. There is again no specific result as observed from table.Table 23, 4 and 5 connected counts using LBP with Otsu methodSr. No.LiverLBP radius = 1, matrix = 3 × 3LBP radius = 2, matrix = 5 × 5LBP radius = 3, matrix = 7 × 73 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects3 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects3 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects1Cirrhosis7195544196695364265824643632Cirrhosis6244513345564163175203822883Cirrhosis7095424095854513495894693814Cirrhosis5974713695934863965754733935Cirrhosis5974283075724142954913432376Cirrhosis5513872755003572634232671677Cirrhosis7986415157616285187376225268Cirrhosis7135584366825514436265094149Cirrhosis72456644966052040563549940310Cirrhosis68449936968952640951236827111Cirrhosis59443832556743031953641131712Cirrhosis79565955374361850871458948013Cirrhosis61145634546834825252941032314Cirrhosis75760949679666856676866157415Cirrhosis70755543468155945461751142316Cirrhosis57241130463648838258745935917Cirrhosis58243131958143533258246637918Cirrhosis53635824155440129255640729919Cirrhosis62245733763750740161750641420Cirrhosis81469759174664355370962154221Cirrhosis71756444771658247466354245022Cirrhosis72357043972959347872359748423Cirrhosis81365752978364452772660149724Cirrhosis66649837563748236361948237825Cirrhosis63050640562251041956947138826Cirrhosis65249537861947036960747638627Cirrhosis64348636264951741658247538828Cirrhosis61047536962048037655443734729Cirrhosis74761249771959849669658148030Cirrhosis61846935865352842461850742331Cirrhosis79968058775665857069561153732Cirrhosis57942129858344032758946235533Cirrhosis79263550675360948871959649834Cirrhosis67452741467053142165753343735Cirrhosis71558247372860350959650242336Cirrhosis77463551775162351571559449537Cirrhosis74859646476563552773162753138Cirrhosis51436726951337728851840432439Cirrhosis72858245673661150670557747440Cirrhosis60847737563051241656947038841Cirrhosis63747434763848535863950139042Cirrhosis73760951073261752670661252943Cirrhosis70854942367552940564251741244Cirrhosis54440730351137827650638629545Normal51734323744429721041527918746Normal64846433368051639167053142347Normal60542830061644433265451141048Normal58239126447731821841828219849Normal65847233371254142773459248250Normal590391261622450324647489372

Finally, modified LBP (DLBP) is used and Otsu method is applied on that DLBP images. Then, again 3, 4 and 5 connected pixels are getting these all counts for all three radiuses separately as shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. This is giving the specific result for identification of liver cirrhosis from normal liver.Table 33, 4 and 5 Connected Counts using DLBP with Otsu methodSr. No.LiverLBP radius = 1, matrix = 3 × 3LBP radius = 2, matrix = 5 × 5LBP radius = 3, matrix = 7 × 73 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects3 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects3 connected black objects4 connected black objects5 connected black objects1Cirrhosis18298502711891272641911362Cirrhosis15385472351751322181531113Cirrhosis11274492792021462932131554Cirrhosis402921148112921861521225Cirrhosis208123681891147016594576Cirrhosis17690481891096212458267Cirrhosis2221551103042271713462722178Cirrhosis15494512331611122321631179Cirrhosis1761076824818413722315510610Cirrhosis1891005627018512725517211411Cirrhosis2121368925517311427018913212Cirrhosis117774923617713022816411913Cirrhosis3317101046844136987114Cirrhosis121906823718614824519515915Cirrhosis785136183131951891369816Cirrhosis714227159106771621117917Cirrhosis905734165117821591057118Cirrhosis7338181508551163985719Cirrhosis80564018413710521716112520Cirrhosis113805523218213929224520021Cirrhosis102603526018313323117012722Cirrhosis155965629521113828520414223Cirrhosis1561006531022415926318713724Cirrhosis129764725117011825517212225Cirrhosis104704522116311827621617026Cirrhosis132794925918713924318013527Cirrhosis118764927020916129222917828Cirrhosis8954321801238519814611029Cirrhosis141976229323117929422317530Cirrhosis95715419914611122917113231Cirrhosis130987421517113730025522232Cirrhosis103673922416311925219014233Cirrhosis146956330622816930122316734Cirrhosis102704921716512524419215435Cirrhosis1511158929723918829023218436Cirrhosis98593023417413125819715737Cirrhosis94573123717012027420014538Cirrhosis117764924217713124117713639Cirrhosis149935729020914929021816540Cirrhosis94654420516012922617614541Cirrhosis10051202111338526718412142Cirrhosis102806424019916927022719543Cirrhosis8151282011389623215410744Cirrhosis10568451931371051861278745Normal1195528209127781771005446Normal5124121146847129795347Normal3315579432581442848Normal582281196336117623249Normal5828131166837139926550Normal3716810754291277539

As observed from the Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, if the counts of 3 connected pixels for radius 1 are \<58 then the liver is normal liver and if the counts are \>71 then the liver is cirrhotic liver. Similarly, the counts for 3, 4 and 5 connected pixels for radius 1, 2 and 3 are explained in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} for normal liver and cirrhotic liver.Table 43, 4 and 5 connected counts for normal liver and cirrhotic liver using DLBP with Otsu methodCountsRadius = 1Radius = 2Radius = 3For normal liverFor cirrhotic liverFor normal liverFor cirrhotic liverFor normal liverFor cirrhotic liverCounts of 3 connected pixels0--58Above from 710--119Above from 1480--139Above from 159Counts of 4 connected pixels0--28Above from 420--68Above from 1060--92Above from 111Counts of 5 connected pixels0--13Above from 270--47Above from 620--65Above from 79

There are some problem in counts for cirrhotic liver because which are assuming as cirrhotic liver that might be at the first stage of cirrhosis i.e. fibrosis. So, further methodology can be amending to stage the cirrhosis. That's why radius 2 and radius 3 is chosen. As the granular and scarring increases that much part is cirrhosis. If it does not lie in the range of cirrhosis then it might be fibrosis.

For statistical interpretation, widely accepted classifiers are used. Here, two classifiers have been selected; one is support vector machine (SVM) and other one is K-nearest neighbor (KNN) support vector machine (SVM) has been chosen for the classification task because classifier designs which use regularization like SVM are less prone to over fitting and obtain good generalization performance to a certain extent even without feature space dimensionality reduction. KNN has been chosen because KNN is non-parametric, i.e. it makes no assumption about the data distribution. Accuracy of both the classifier will justify our methodology and decision.

Figures [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} are the classifications of OTSU with LBP method and OTSU with DLBP method respectively. In these classifiers, x axis is 4 connected black objects and y axis is 5 connected black objects for LBP radius of 3.Fig. 6**a** SVM classification of OTSU with LBP method, **b** KNN classification of OTSU with LBP methodFig. 7**a** SVM classification of OTSU with DLBP method, **b** KNN classification of OTSU with DLBP method

In SVM classification of Figs. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a, pink plus sign '+' indicates the normal liver and blue plus sign '+' indicates the cirrhotic liver. The line divides the region of the normal and cirrhotic liver. When OTSU with LBP method is used, there are only 32 out of 44 blue plus signs falls in the cirrhosis region and 5 out of 6 red plus signs in normal region as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a. So accuracy is 72.7 % for the cirrhotic liver and 83.3 % for normal liver of OTSU with LBP method. When OTSU with DLBP is used, there are 42 out of 44 blue plus signs falls in the cirrhosis region and all red plus signs in normal region as shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a. So accuracy is 95.45 % for the cirrhotic liver and 100 % for normal liver of OTSU with DLBP method.

In KNN classification of Figs. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, blue dots for normal liver and red dots for cirrhotic liver. In this, all blue dots are accumulated together and red dots are accumulated together. In this classification, plus (+) sign is the point that separates the region of cirrhosis and normal liver and circles are the nearest neighbors of this plus (+) sign. When OTSU with LBP method is used, there are 40 out of 44 red dots falls in the cirrhosis region and 2 out of 6 blue dots falls in the normal region as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}(b). So, accuracy is 90.9 % for the cirrhotic liver and 33.33 % for the normal liver of OTSU with LBP method. When OTSU with DLBP method is used, there are 43 out of 44 red dots falls in the cirrhosis region and 5 out of 6 red dots falls in the normal region as shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b. So, accuracy is 97.72 % for the cirrhotic liver and 83.33 % for the normal liver of OTSU with DLBP method. The sensitivity is 97.75 and specificity is 83.3 % of this method.MethodsRecognition rateUsing SVM classifier (%)Using KNN classifier (%)OTSU with LBP method72.790.9OTSU with DLBP method95.4597.72

Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

In this study, a modified LBP with OTSU method has been proposed for better identification of texture in ultrasound images of liver in which uncertainty is introduced by inherent noise. The proposed inspection technique was evaluated on a real dataset of 44 templates of 44 cirrhotic liver and 6 templates of 6 normal liver ultrasound images. The promising results achieved in detecting cirrhotic liver. SVM classifier has given the accuracy of 95.45 % for cirrhotic liver and 100 % for normal liver. Similarly, KNN has given the accuracy of 97.72 % for cirrhotic liver and 83.3 % for normal liver. The sensitivity is 97.2 % and specificity is 83.3 %. In the future study; the performance of this technique can be investigated on ultrasound images to classify different stages of cirrhotic liver.
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